Comparison of Longitudinal Changes in Functional and Structural Measures for Evaluating Progression of Glaucomatous Optic Neuropathy
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PURPOSE. We compared longitudinal changes in functional and structural measures in eyes with glaucomatous optic neuropathy.

METHODS. Circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (cpRNFL) and macular ganglion cell complex thickness (mGCC) were measured using spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT; RTVue). The Spectralis HRA+OCT instrument also was used to measure cpRNFL, and Heidelberg retina tomography II (HRT) and standard automated perimetry (SAP) were performed. Assessments were performed every 3 months over several years. Linear mixed modeling was used to evaluate the rate of change in each measure.

RESULTS. Totals of 1406 RTVue, 1366 Spectralis, 1245 HRT, and 1392 SAP measurements were analyzed. Average baseline SAP mean deviation (MD) was −6.24 ± 5.46 dB. Linear mixed modeling revealed that SAP MD changed by −0.23 dB/y (95% confidence interval [CI], −0.34 to −0.12 dB/y). Significant negative trends also were detected in cpRNFL (RTVue, −0.41 μm/y [95% CI, −0.67 to −0.16 μm/y]; Spectralis, −1.36 μm/y [95% CI, −1.65 to −1.07 μm/y]; and mGCC (RTVue, −0.47 μm/y [95% CI, −0.64 to −0.30 μm/y]); Spectralis, −1.36 μm/y [95% CI, −1.65 to −1.07 μm/y]). Disc rim area remained constant over time (HRT, −0.01 mm²/y [95% CI, −0.03 to 0.01 mm²/y]). The SAP MD, RTVue mGCC, and Spectralis cpRNFL showed the fastest changes in the inferior retina (superior visual field), while RTVue cpRNFL changed the fastest in the superior retina.

CONCLUSIONS. Functional (SAP) and structural (SD-OCT) testing can detect longitudinal changes of glaucomatous optic neuropathy, but in different ways.
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Accurate detection of glaucoma progression is essential for effective patient management; however, it remains a diagnostic challenge.1,2 Although automated static perimetry is one of the most widely used methods for evaluating glaucoma progression, short- and long-term fluctuations limit the accuracy of clinician judgments.3–5 Therefore, more objective and sensitive methods for detecting glaucoma progression are required. Detecting structural changes in the optic disc and retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) is one strategy for identifying glaucoma progression.6 Although stereoscopic optic nerve head (ONH) and red-free fundus photographs can be useful in detecting detailed optic nerve and RNFL changes, respectively, interpretation of these images is largely subjective and images are susceptible to testing variability.7

Advances in tomographic imaging technology have made it possible to objectively evaluate structural changes in the optic disc and RNFL.8–13 Using trend analyses, a previous report showed poor agreement between detection of progressive changes in the visual field (VF), neuroretinal rim area (with Heidelberg retinal tomography), and RNFL thickness (using time-domain optical coherence tomography [OCT]).5 Recent advances in spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) have led to more reproducible measurements of circumpapillary RNFL (cpRNFL) and macular ganglion cell complex (mGCC; three innermost retinal layers at the macula) thickness.14–17 Greater imaging reliability and decreased measurement variability may allow for more precise detection of progressive structural changes. However, some controversy exists regarding correlations between VF testing and SD-OCT examinations. Previous studies by Na et al.12 and Leung et al.13 using Cirrus high definition OCT detected a higher frequency of glaucoma progression with OCT than with VF testing. Miki et al.18 also demonstrated that Spectralis HRA+OCT RNFL thickness measurements could be used to readily detect disease progression in the eyes of patients with suspected glaucoma and developing VF defects. However, other reports using trend analyses have shown poor agreement between SD-OCT and VF measurements.11,12

The diagnostic accuracy of the various SD-OCT systems is thought to be similar19; however, it is not known whether different instruments have similar glaucoma progression detection abilities. Age-related thinning of the RNFL and mGCC are thought to have a major influence on OCT measurements.20
Axial length, disc size, and signal strength also should be considered when examining longitudinal changes in OCT measurements.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the rate of change in structural measurements—cpRNFL thickness from two different SD-OCT systems, mGCC from one SD-OCT system, and the rim area from confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy—and compare these to VF test results.

METHODS

Subjects

This prospective longitudinal study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and was approved by the Institutional Review Board and Ethics Committee of the Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine. Study subjects were enrolled prospectively at Kyoto University Hospital between April 2008 and September 2009, and informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Inclusion criteria comprised the presence of a normal angle on gonioscopy and a Snellen equivalent best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of at least 20/20 to ensure high imaging quality. Subjects also were required to have a typical glaucomatous VF defect (as observed on standard automated perimeter [SAP] using the Swedish interactive threshold algorithm [SITA] 24-2) with corresponding stereoscopic optic disc changes (diffuse or localized narrowing of neuroretinal rim) and/or RNFL thinning. Eyes were excluded from analyses if they had a cataract, vitreoretinal disease (including patchy choriretiol atrophy, lacquer crack lesion, and choroidal neovascularization), uveitis, pathologic myopia, prior ocular surgery, or prior laser therapy. The use of topical IOP lowering agents was permitted. Subjects also were excluded from the study if they had a neurological disease, diabetes mellitus, or any other systemic disease that might affect the eye or VF (e.g., cerebrovascular event, uncontrolled hypertension, and blood disorders). Data from subjects who developed an epiretinal membrane on the ONH. An average of three consecutive scans was obtained and were constructed from multiple axial focal planes along the ONH. The resultant volumes then were used to calculate C/D, rim area, and rim volume. Magnification errors were automatically corrected when examining longitudinal changes in OCT measurements.

Clinical Examinations

All subjects underwent a comprehensive ophthalmic examination at baseline involving the measurement of IOP with a Goldman applanation tonometer, and uncorrected and best-corrected visual acuity with a Landolt chart at 5 m. Subjects also underwent slit-lamp examination, gonioscopy, stereoscopic optic disc photography (3-Dx simultaneous stereo disc camera; Nidek, Gamagori, Japan), red-free fundus photography (Heidelberg Retina Angiogram 2 [HR2A]; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), SAP Humphrey Visual Field Analyzer using the 24-2 SITA testing protocol (HFA + 24-2 SITA; Carl Zeiss-Meditec, Dublin, CA), confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (Heidelberg retina tomograph [HRT] II; Heidelberg Engineering), and OCT examinations (RTVue-100; Optovue, Fremont, CA, USA and Spectralis HRA-+OCT system; Heidelberg Engineering). The VF, HRT II, and OCT examinations were performed on the same day every 3 months until October 2012. Only subjects with a minimum of four study visits during the follow-up period were included. All VF and HRT II testing was performed before OCT examination.

VF Examinations

Only reliable VF tests were included in analyses. These comprised fixation loss rate, false-positive rate, and false-negative rate < 20%. A glaucomatous VF defect was defined as glaucoma hemifield test results outside normal limits, more than three significant (P < 0.05) and one highly significant (P < 0.01) nonedge contiguous points on the same side of the horizontal meridian as in the pattern deviation plot, or pattern standard deviation < 5% in an otherwise normal VF. All VF findings were confirmed in at least two consecutive testing sessions. To account for subject learning, the first VF test was not included in analyses if it was the first VF test a subject had taken.

Confocal Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope Imaging

The HRT II was used to measure optic disc topographic features, including cup-to-disc area ratio (C/D), rim area, rim volume, and disc size. All HRT images were obtained by an experienced examiner through undilated pupils. All images were three-dimensional topographic images with a digital resolution between 384 × 384 × 16 and 384 × 384 × 64 pixels and were constructed from multiple axial focal planes along the ONH. An average of three consecutive scans was obtained and aligned to create a single topographic image. Poor quality images, defined as having a large standard deviation, were not excluded from analyses. Instead, the imaging data were adjusted using linear mixed modeling of explanatory variables (see below). As previously described, the optic disc margin was determined using built-in HRT II software, while the examiner confirmed the disc margin viewing stereo disc images. After determining the optic disc margin, the HRT image analysis algorithm automatically placed a standard reference plane 50 μm below the retinal surface between 350° and 356°. This reference plane then was used as the zero for the topographic height of each (x, y) location included within the contour line. The relative height of each point above and below the reference plane then was arbitrarily categorized as either belonging to the neuroretinal rim or to the cup. The resultant volumes then were used to calculate C/D, rim area, and rim volume. Magnification errors were automatically corrected for by the HRT II software based upon each subject’s refractive error and corneal curvature measurements.

SD-OCT Imaging

All SD-OCT images were obtained by an experienced examiner after pupillary dilation with 0.5% tropicamide and 0.5% phenylephrine.
The RTVue-100 was used to evaluate cpRNFL and macular GCC thickness using built-in RTVue-100 software (version 4.0). The RTVue-100 acquires 26,000 axial scans (A-scans) per second and has a 5-μm depth resolution in tissue. To measure cpRNFL thickness, the “RNFL 3.45” scan mode was used. This scanning protocol acquires four 3.45-mm diameter circular scans centered on the optic disc. The final scan is the average of 1024 individual A-scans. Macular GCC thickness was measured using the “GCC” scan mode, which acquires 14,928 A-scans over a 7×7 mm² area. The scan is acquired in 0.58 seconds and is comprised of 15 vertical scans spaced 0.5 mm apart. The center of the GCC scan was shifted 1.0 mm in the temporal direction to improve temporal periphery imaging. After GCC scans were acquired, the RTVue-100 software automatically calculated average GCC thickness within a 6-mm diameter circular area centered on the fovea.

The Spectralis HRA+OCT system also was used to evaluate cpRNFL thickness. The eye-tracking system of this instrument allows averaging of up to 100 B-scans (7-μm axial resolution) acquired at an identical location. This averaging efficiently reduces speckle noise. For cpRNFL imaging, we performed a 3.46-mm diameter circular scan, consisting of 1536 A-scans, centered on the optic disc. A total of 16 scans was acquired and averaged to obtain the final scan for analysis.

**Statistical Analyses**

Longitudinal time trends of outcome measurements were evaluated using linear mixed models fitted with random intercepts and coefficients at the subject and eye level. Linear mixed-effects modeling allowed the determination of correlations among repeated measurements and for instances when both eyes of a single subject were included. Linear mixed-effects models also can manage data-sets with multiple missing data points or with high variation in examination times.

Equation 1 describes the corrections applied to the data

\[
Y_{ijt} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{TIME} + \zeta_{ij} \times \text{TIME} + \zeta_{0ij} + \zeta_{1ij} \times \text{TIME} + e_{ijt},
\]

where \(Y_{ijt}\) is individual measurements at visit \(t\); \(\beta_0, \beta_1\) are fixed-effects coefficients; \(\zeta_{ij}, \zeta_{ij}\) are random patient effects associated with the intercept and time slope; and \(\zeta_{0ij}, \zeta_{1ij}\) are random effects associated with the inclusion of both eyes of a single subject.

To account for the influence of age, axial length, disc size, and image quality, results also were analyzed using a linear mixed model adjusted for age, axial length, disc size, and image quality as fixed effects. To adjust for differences in imaging quality, tomography standard deviation, signal strength index (SSI), and quality (Q) were used to adjust HRTII, RTVue, and Spectralis data, respectively. Equation 2 describes the adjusting formula for linear mixed modeling, as follows:

\[
Y_{ijt} = \beta'_0 + \beta'_1 \text{TIME} + \beta'_2 \text{Age} + \beta'_3 \text{Axial length} + \beta'_4 \text{Disc size} + \beta'_5 \text{Imaging Quality} + \zeta_{ij} \times \text{TIME} + \zeta_{0ij} + \zeta_{1ij} \times \text{TIME} + e_{ijt},
\]

where * indicates for morphological testing only.

Baseline measurements were evaluated using the intercepts determined from linear mixed models without adjustment for age, axial length, disc size, or imaging quality. Time trends were evaluated as the average rate of change per year and were calculated using the linear mixed model after adjusting for age, axial length, disc size, and image quality.
To compare test-retest variability, we examined the residuals obtained from the linear mixed model and the standard deviation of regression line residuals in each eye, as previously described. To evaluate the test-retest variability in the growth curve model, the rate of change with time should be considered. Using linear mixed modeling, we excluded the influence of the rate of change with time from the residual. We assessed the within-subject variance of each examination with the residual gained from the linear mixed model (after adjustment for age, axial length, disc size, and imaging quality) and the mean standard deviation of the residuals from the regression line. To evaluate the individual heterogeneity of time trends in each eye examined, estimates of best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) also were calculated and analyzed in this linear mixed model after adjustment.

All P values presented are 2-sided values. Statistical significance was defined as P < 0.05. All analyses were performed using SPSS (ver. 20.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) and R (ver. 3.0.1; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) statistical software.

RESULTS

A total of 138 eyes of 94 subjects was prospectively enrolled, and 13 eyes of seven subjects were retrospectively excluded because an epiretinal membrane or chorioretinal atrophy was detected on color photographs during follow-up. Therefore, 125 eyes of 87 patients were included in this study. Subject baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1. The mean follow-up period was 2.85 ± 0.75 years. For 43 patients, the baseline VF test was the first VF test the subject had ever taken. Therefore, results from the first VF testing session at baseline for these subjects were excluded from analyses.

Totals of 1392 VF data points, 1245 HRT II data points, 1406 RTVue data points, and 1366 Spectralis OCT data points were collected for an average of 11.14, 9.96, 11.25, and 10.93 observations per eye, respectively (Table 2). At baseline, 18 eyes (14.4%) had advanced glaucoma (VF mean deviation [MD] < -12 dB), 29 eyes (23.2%) had moderate glaucoma (-12 dB ≤ MD < -6 dB), and 78 eyes (62.4%) had early glaucoma (MD > -6 dB).

Changes in Measurements Over Time

Linear mixed models for evaluating longitudinal trend analyses are presented in Table 2, Supplementary Table S1, and Figure 1. Linear mixed modeling showed an estimated average VF MD rate of change of -0.23 dB/y (P < 0.001). Significant negative trends over time also were detected for average cpRNFL and macular GCC parameters (both P < 0.001). Trends over time for HRT rim area were not significantly different from zero (P = 0.38, Table 2).

Influence of Age, Axial Length, Disc Size, and Image Quality

Linear mixed modeling with adjustments revealed the influence of age, axial length, disc size, and image quality for each
Significant negative correlations were found between age and VF parameters, but not for HRT II and SD-OCT measurements. A significant negative correlation also was found between axial length and VF MD, but not between axial length and HRT II rim area or between axial length and any of the three SD-OCT measurements. With the exception of HRT II rim area (positive correlation), disc size did not significantly correlate with any of the other measurements. Significant negative correlations were found between image quality and RTVue GCC thickness and Spectralis cpRNFL thickness. Significant positive correlations were found between image quality and RTVue cpRNFL thickness; however, HRT II rim area was not significantly influenced by image quality.

**Changes in Retinal and ONH Sectors Over Time**

Analyses of retinal and ONH sectors with linear mixed models for evaluating longitudinal trends are presented in Supplementary Table S1 and Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, VF MD, RTVue mGCC (B), RTVue cpRNFL (C), and Spectralis RTVue cpRNFL (D). *P < 0.01.
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FIGURE 2. Baseline values and changes over time in sectorial indices, as calculated from linear mixed models for HFA MD (A), RTVue mGCC (B), RTVue cpRNFL (C), and Spectralis RTVue cpRNFL (D). *P < 0.01.

Test–Retest Variability for Each Measured Parameter

Test–retest variability in longitudinal data was evaluated using residuals obtained from linear mixed modeling. This was performed to determine likely causes of differences in detectability of time trends and sectorial index differences. As shown in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S1, the ratios of HRT II rim area and RTVue cpRNFL thickness residuals to their annual rate of change were greater than for the other three average indices (i.e., VF MD, RTVue GCC thickness, and Spectralis cpRNFL thickness). Figure 3 presents histograms of the residual standard deviations from the regression line estimated with linear mixed modeling. These results also indicated that the mean of residual standard deviations for HRT II and RTVue cpRNFL thickness were much greater than the annual rate of change calculated with linear mixed modeling. However, this was not the case for the other three average indices.

**Correlations Between Parameter Changes Over Time in Individual Eyes**

Supplementary Figure S1 shows the correlations between parameter changes over time. Parameter trends over time were compared using BLUP estimates from linear mixed modeling. Changes in VF parameters were poorly correlated with imaging parameters (correlation coefficients $r = 0.08–0.23$), despite VF indices changes (MD and VFI) exhibiting a strong correlation with each other (correlation coefficient $r = 0.87$). However, the correlation between imaging tests also was poor, even between different OCT systems (correlation coefficients $r = 0.047–0.30$).

**DISCUSSION**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to compare the different glaucoma progression evaluation SD-OCT devices (i.e., RTVue and Spectralis). Because RTVue is the first SD-OCT system that allows measurement and analysis of cpRNFL and GCC thickness,$^{14–16}$ the present findings may aid the interpretation of RTVue data in clinical practice. Ultra-high resolution Spectralis images, achieved through a combination of confocal laser scanning ophthalmoscopy and real-time 3-dimensional eye tracking, are expected to allow more precise detection of glaucoma progression compared to other SD-OCT images.$^{29}$ In this study, we directly compared the ability of different SD-OCT systems to evaluate glaucoma progression. Leung et al.$^{30}$ previously showed that Cirrus HD-OCT outperformed Stratus OCT because it detected a larger number of eyes with RNFL progression. However, the Stratus OCT is a time-domain system and cannot accurately evaluate the thickness of a particular retinal layer. Another Cirrus HD-OCT study demonstrated that macular ganglion cell and inner plexiform layer changes were more sensitive indicators of glaucoma progression than cpRNFL thickness changes.$^{11}$

Our findings revealed that significant changes were longitudinally detectable with VF testing and both types of SD-OCT, but not with HRT II. In addition, analyses of sectorial indices suggest that only RTVue cpRNFL thickness shows different results from VF testing and other OCT measurements. According to Hood et al.,$^{31}$ the inferior macular region is more vulnerable to glaucomatous changes. Our results supported this argument, showing that changes in SAP MD values are cpRNFL thickness had the largest negative rate of change in the superior quadrant.
More severe in the upper VF hemifield. Together, these findings suggested that our RTVue cpRNFL measurements may have produced more variable sectorial analysis findings.

To improve our understanding of the origin of this variability, we examined the residuals obtained from linear mixed modeling. This was performed because residuals from linear mixed modeling represent test-retest variability. Chauhan et al. previously showed that test-retest variability inhibits the ability to detect glaucoma progression, even in eyes with rapid progression. Comparisons between parameter rates of change and the residuals revealed that HRT II and RTVue cpRNFL thickness have greater residuals compared to the rate of change of VF MD, RTVue GCC thickness, and Spectralis RTVue cpRNFL thickness. This may explain why the HRT II indices had a lower ability to detect glaucoma progression and why sectorial analyses of RTVue cpRNFL thickness produced varying results.

However, our results were inconsistent with those obtained by Leung et al., which showed that HRT and cpRNFL thickness could be used to detect glaucoma progression. One of the reasons why the longitudinal change with HRT II was not significant in our study may relate to the manner in which topographic parameters were measured with this device. Once the disc margin is defined, the reference plane is set 50 μm below the surface. As the volume of rim decreases over time, the reference plane moves down simultaneously. Therefore, the rim area (for instance) is unlikely to change over time. This phenomenon would be applicable to the previous study that demonstrated the poor performance of HRT in detecting longitudinal changes.

Another reason may be the poor segmentation accuracy or misplacement of the measurement location. In particular, due to the fact that numerous high myopes were included in our study, there may have been issues involving the HRT II algorithm determining the standard reference plane required for ONH rim and cup demarcation. When we measured cpRNFL thickness using SD-OCT, the manual placement of the measurement location may have differed between visits in each subject. Improved fundus visualization with the Spectralis infrared images may inherently increase the reproducibility of the measurement location. Unlike RTVue cpRNFL thickness, RTVue GCC thickness had a relatively low test-retest variability. This is likely due to the fact that GCC thickness was obtained from scans created by averaging 15 individual vertical scans and because the easily determined foveal center was used as a reference point.

Axial length significantly affected our GCC measurements, as indicated by linear mixed modeling results after adjustment. Lim et al. reported that the parafoveal retina became thinner and the fovea became thicker as axial length increased in healthy eyes. However, this finding is not completely applicable to our results because full macular thickness was measured and a time-domain OCT system was used. However, care still should be taken to account for the effect of axial length.
length on GCC thickness in eyes with glaucoma. Shoji et al.34 reported that GCC thickness is the most suitable measure for diagnosing glaucoma in myopic eyes. We reported a significant change in GCC thickness over time. Therefore, we support the argument that GCC thickness is useful for the evaluation of glaucoma progression, despite being influenced by axial length. Consistent with a previous study,21 we found little impact of axial length on cpRNFL thickness.

Our findings also revealed that signal strength was significantly correlated with all three SD-OCT measurement indices. Other studies have suggested that image signal strength can influence OCT retinal thickness measurements21,23,24 and that this effect varies for different SD-OCT systems and retinal thickness indices.24,35 In our study, the extent and direction of influence by image quality varied, indicating that the respective influence of image quality should be considered for each device.

This study has some limitations. First, our study population was relatively small and biased toward an early glaucoma stage and myopia, because elderly subjects often exhibit other ocular diseases, such as cataract. Therefore, care should be taken when applying our results to other subject groups. More optimized devices for myopia (e.g., with a refraction-adjusting tool31 or measurements of cpRNFL with a larger diameter) may improve the accuracy of evaluations; this should be investigated in future studies. Second, this study was designed around a linear progression of glaucoma. However, several studies have suggested that glaucoma progression is nonlinear.51,37,38 Nonlinear glaucoma progression could explain why the intra-subject VF and morphology measurement correlation was poor. This is because the BLUP methods used in these analyses are based on a linear progression.51,38 Further research with nonlinear models is required to improve our understanding of the relationship between retinal and optic nerve function and structure in glaucomatous eyes. Third, we adopted linear mixed model for the evaluation of each device; however, it should be noted that the statistical significance of time trend in the analyses by linear mixed models does not necessarily imply “detection of progression.” The P values from the linear mixed models simply inform us if the rate of decay of the sample was significantly negative, taking into account the distribution of random intercepts and random slopes of correlated errors. Additionally, the significance of the variables coefficient would depend on specific parameters, such as within- and between-subject variability. Therefore, these results do not necessarily indicate if individual subjects progressed (yes versus no) and should, therefore, be interpreted carefully.

In conclusion, VF testing and morphological examinations detected significant longitudinal changes in the study population; however, the capability for detection varied between methods, even between structural evaluation methods.
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